
CHURCHILL’S POINT OF VIEW 

Why was Churchill out of office for so long 

What happened Churchill’s view Outcome 

Indian 
Independenc
e

- pressures to give India 
independence grew e.g. 
the work of Gandhi 
- this was made worse 
by violent British 
reactions e.g. Amritsar
- the Government of 
India Act 1937 began 
the transfer of power  

- he bitterly opposed 
and believed in the 
white man’s burden
- e.g. Leo Amery MP: 
‘Churchill could stir up 
a hornet’s nest where 
there are no hornets’

- the racist and 
outdated views pushed
him out of the 
mainstream of politics

Abdication 
crisis 

- Edward VIII wanted to 
marry American 
Divorcee Wallis Simpson
- Parliament stated that 
the nation would not 
accept her as Queen 
and in order to marry he
would need to abdicate 

- he was for the 
marriage and wanted 
to allow it 
- he was part of the 
‘the king’s friends’ and 
wanted to allow him to
keep the crown while 
marrying 

- this made him look 
like a sycophant and 
someone who wanted 
to suck up to those in 
power 
- it made him a 
minority in 
government and again,
removed him from 
mainstream politics 

German 
rearmament

- despite the Treaty of 
Versailles, Britain 
allowed Germany to 
rearm 
- many also had faith in 
the League or Nations 
and international 
agreements 
- people wanted to 
avoid another war at all 
costs 

- he saw the Nazi 
regime as brutal and 
feared a repeat of 
1914, but was worried 
about Britain’s 
strength 
- he opposed 
rearmament and 
wanted harsher 
restrictions on 
Germany 

- this made him appear
a war monger and 
someone who incited 
conflict 
- it made him a 
minority in 
government as most 
were pro-
appeasement 
- he also appeared 
stuck in 1914

Crossing the 
floor

- Churchill crossed 
parliament floor to join 
the Liberals
- he had to ask to rejoin 
the Conservatives 3 
times before he was 
allowed 

- this meant that he 
appeared 
untrustworthy and 
someone who would 
leave behind his party 
and beliefs for his own 
benefit
- it was also 
embarrassing to have 
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- Holmes was facing a new, popular Labour under Wilson 

Why was Labour so weak 

 The main reason why Labour was so weak was due to internal disputes that 

made them appear incapable of providing a stable government 

1. Socialism  

- Divisions between the left and more central sections of Labour were 

becoming more prominent 

- This is seen in the revisionists v the fundamentalists, those who wanted 

centralist policies and those who wanted to keep traditional socialist 

policies e.g. nationalism

2. Nuclear power   

- Some of the party wanted disarmament, whereas others didn’t 

- Bevin rejected unilateralism at the party conference in 1957 but others 

campaigned for it e.g. thinking too much money was spent on nuclear 

power and not enough on welfare 
 

3. Europe   

- Like under the Conservatives, there were issues with pro and anti-

Europeans 

- Atlee had declared Labour wouldn’t support Britain joining the EEC, which 

was later repeated by Gaskill, which did not show party development or 

modernisation 

1959 general election 

- Labour stood a chance of winning due to the Suez Crisis 

- However, Conservative majority increased by 100 with 50% of the vote 

- Labour had made clear mistakes e.g. stating they would increase in the 

state pension but not providing plans on how to cover the cost 

 Harold Wilson’s leadership changed the party 

Why did Conservative support decline 

1. The economy  

- Unemployment was rising e.g. 800,000

- Increase in strikes

- Planning that had won votes had not followed through e.g. national 

economic development council 

2. EEC rejection  
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Falklands 
War

- Argentina was facing an 
economic depression, 
thinking that an invasion 
would increase public 
confidence 
- They believed Britain 
wouldn’t care

- Thatcher dispatched 
forces in 1982
- Argentina was able to 
destroy HMS Sheffield 
- however, once the capital 
was invaded, Argentina 
surrendered 

Positives     
- Thatcher reacted swiftly, 
setting sail in 3 days 
- Britain had the support 
of the UN e.g. sanctions 
- Argentina’s soldiers were
not a match for British 
forces
- Reagan gave his support 
e.g. provided a taskforce 
Negatives     
- costly e.g. 1.5M was 
spent
- Thatcher’s critics made it
very clear that the island 
was not worth it 

Gulf War - Hussain, leader of Iraq, 
invaded Kuwait
- the US was worried about 
access to oil fields 
- with UN support, Bush 
began a bombing campaign 
and then land fighting, 
which was over within 100 
hours 

- Britain provided 53,000 
troops 
- there were some 
arguments over strategy 
e.g. Thatcher wanted to be 
quick whereas Bush wanted
to build an incursion 

Positives
- Kuwait was liberated 
- US and British relations 
were strong 
Negatives
- Hussain remained in 
power, leading to the Iraq 
War
-  it was seen by many as 
imperialist and about 
money and oil

International relations

Russian relations Anglo-American relations EU relations

1950s Positives 
- there was peaceful co-
operation:
1. October 1955: goodwill 
visits 
2. Khrushchev visited 
Britain in 1955
3. Macmillan went to 
Moscow in 1959 
Negatives
- the cold war led to 
hostiles: 
1. USSR remained Britain’s 
primary enemy 
2. the West regarded the 
communist states of East 

 Churchill named it a 
special relationship

Positives 
- worked closely in the 
Korean War
- despite the Suez Crisis, 
relations were not 
permanently damaged 
Negatives
- Britain was clearly 
subordinate in decision 
making 
- Suez Crisis showed the 
holes in the relationship 
- America was more and 
more taking on the role of 

Positives 
- Britain played a central 
role in establishing OEEC
- Britain was one of the 
first signatures of North 
Atlantic Charter 
- founder of the Council of
Europe 
Negatives
- the creation of the EEC 
divided opinion 
- Britain played no part in 
the coal and steal 
international community 
- played no part in the 
Treaty of Rome 
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